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White Oak

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MB1117-10 106202175 Basico, Weiss Eiche, 4,2 mm 7640165922132 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m



The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Core Oak

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MB02219-04 106202176 Basico, Kern Eiche, 4,2 mm 7640165923023 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Pine Scandic

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MH07239 106202177 Basico, Kiefer Scandic, 4,2 mm 7640165923030 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Oak Habsburg

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MY058-04 106202178 Basico, Eiche Habsburg, 4,2 mm 7640165923047 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Fulda Pine

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MO 0258-2 106202179 Basico, Fulda Kiefer, 4,2 mm 7640165923054 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Ashton

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MY096-02 106202180 Basico, Ashton, 4,2 mm 7640165923061 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Oak London

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MB01117-08 106202181 Basico, Eiche London, 4,2 mm 7640165923078 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Ibiza

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 609,6 x B 304,8 mm

◊ Carton content = 12 planks = 2,23 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 ORGM 2109-12 106202160 Basico, Ibiza, 4,2 mm 7640165923085 44 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m



Palma

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 609,6 x B 304,8 mm

◊ Carton content = 12 planks = 2,23 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MOA01204-03 106202161 Basico, Palma, 4,2 mm 7640165923092 44 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

The pictures may differ in color from the original product.



Elba

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 609,6 x B 304,8 mm

◊ Carton content = 12 planks = 2,23 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MOA01203-03 106202162 Basico, Elba, 4,2 mm 7640165923108 44 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

The pictures may differ in color from the original product.



Manacor

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊ L 609,6 x B 304,8 mm

◊ Carton content = 12 planks = 2,23 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 23/31

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MO 2105-1 106202163 Basico, Manacor, 4,2 mm 7640165923115 44 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

The pictures may differ in color from the original product.
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Lowlands

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 33/42

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MO287L-05 106202200 Basico, Lowlands, 4,2 mm 7640165923344 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Speyside

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 33/42

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MB1117-1 106202201 Basico, Speyside, 4,2 mm 7640165923351 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Islands

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 33/42

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MO0404-6 106202202 Basico, Islands, 4,2 mm 7640165923368 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Campbeltown

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 33/42

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MO287L-13B 106202203 Basico, Campbeltown, 4,2 mm 7640165923375 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Inseln

◊ Natural wood look

◊ Quiet and warm underfoot

◊ Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊ Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊ L 1220 x B 180 mm

◊ Carton content = 10 planks = 2,196 m2

◊ 100% recyclable

◊ Simple, floating floor laying

◊ Patented Uniclic connection

◊ Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊ DIBT certified

◊ Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊ Utilization class 33/42

 Decor Article No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 MJ6087-01 106202204 Basico, Inseln, 4,2 mm 7640165923382 48 

LISTING ASSORTMENT

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for 
 at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature = 
 use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
 (at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m


